COR-A-VENT V-300 11" W/SLATE
HIP ROOF APPLICATION

SEE HIP INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS IN SPECIALTY
APPLICATION SECTION

ENHANCED SNOW SCREEN™

ALTERNATE INSTALLATION
SUBSTITUTE V-300E 11" FOR ADDED
PROTECTION AGAINST SNOW INFILTRATION

WATERPROOF MEMBRANE
OR EQUIVALENT

SLATE CAP

BATTEN STRIP TO BE
DOUBLE THICKNESS
OF SLATE AT HIP®

CAULKING

V-300 11"

CAULKING

SHEATHING

SLATE ROOF

FELT PAPER

NOTE: STANDARD APPLICATION FOR
COR-A-VENT ON HIP ROOF WITH SLATE.
DETAIL SHOWS APPLICATION ON HIP TO
PROVIDE A LEVEL SURFACE FOR V-300
TO BE MOUNTED TO. THIS SAME APPLI-
CATION CAN ALSO BE USED AT THE RIDGE.

HIPS R A FTER

JACK R A F TER

2 1/4" MAX
BATTEN DIM.

AIR FLOW

7/8"